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President Ed’s Jottings
The year marches on and as usual, all meets have been a
success and nice to see some of the newer members joining in
our activities. The trip to the Pyrenees nearly turned to disaster
when our chosen destination (Bareges) was devastated by a
flood. I spent a couple of days securing fresh accommodation
in St Lary Soulan in the Midi-Pyrenees which turned out to be
extremely pleasant – two good apartments in a small
Light Ale!
hotel,together with a pool; sauna; gym and Jacuzzi… , after a long day on the hill, we managed to
frequent nearly every day!

Elvyn and Ted cross the snowfield on the pic de Posets Pyrenees. Pic by Pete H.

St Lary was very French and, unlike other Alpine villages we’ve been to, we never saw any other
English the whole fortnight. A beautiful area with some excellent walking and wildlife, enhanced
by the superb weather.

Looking ahead to next years alpine meet, can you let me know if you have any preferences. My own personal preference is for Chamonix, reasons being we’ve done
the Pyrenees this year and the Dolomites the previous two years. Although I absolutely loved Arabba, I know there are many of you who haven’t been to Chamonix
and there is always something for everyone there. It’s easy for me to organise accommodation, travel is easy (either driving or flying), and you don’t need a car when
you’re there – travel is free to guests with the local pass. Chamonix is a walker and climbers paradise but don’t let me sway you. Of course it doesn’t have to be
Chamonix, but initial thoughts are Cham next year, Dolomites the year after. Whatever –please let me know your thoughts by or at the Presidents Meet as we need to
have a rough idea on numbers, and preferred destination.
Which leads me nicely to the President’s Meet, this year in Edale. It’s not too far to travel and we’re hoping for a good turnout. The menus are in this
issue and we need to know your choices by the end of September latest – all fees and bookings to
Dave Gair please. We may be able to use their indoor wall too, but I need to know whether to book it
The sad and nearly sorry tale of Ray’s pop up.
or not? Usual format, 3 course dinner Sat evening, the Presidents Shield & Don Ward Axe to present
It does what it says on the tin, it pops up quick, but as Ray
and of course, the infamous TAT AWARDS! (Nominations to Dave please). I can’t wait.
found out, popping it down again is another matter. See
the following pages for Ray’s trials and tribulations in the
rain at the Nant Gwynant meet.
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ROCK ON
A compilation of rock routes from the Forum July onwards 2013
from Rich

Daytrips to the Peak midweek or at the
weekend have continued all year with
lots done on Gritstone and Limestone
(eugh!).
In may I went on the BMC International
Seacliff Climbing meet at Bosigran in
Cornwall. With climbers from 25 different
countries .We had some proper Cornish
weather with 84 mph winds (a few
wrecked tents), and some burning
sunshine.The guests loved Cornish
Cream Teas too , I managed 3 in the
week away ;-) .
Martin , Paul M , Keith and Steve the
medic also came to Cornwall at the
same time , with Martin and Pauls
ascent of Suicide Wall at Bosigran best
described as epic.
I followed the Cornish trip with a trip to
the Lakes with Claire where we climbed
on Gimmer and Raven Crag in Langdale
in Glorious sunshine.
We finished off with a weekend in
NWales climbing in the Pass , Tremadog
and Ogwen. We were joined by
Gianluca, Martin, Arran, Terry , Scott ,
Keith and Paul. Becky Moore also
joined us in her Alpine training.And Tim
Newton was there also. Martin and team
climbed the Gates.
Martin and Matt w also had a cracking
day on a very busy Cloggy this summer.
I booked Helyg for a weekend on the
5&6 July. Over 16 people turned up. An
ascent of Ampitheatre buttress by
myself , Arran , Claire and Steve P was

Climbing
Climbing takes place most Tuesday evenings at the wall at Warwick: Thursdays evenings
at The Tower,Beaumont Leys, and at other times at Red Point, Creation, Loughborough etc and on real rock if
the weather allows. Check the forum for details.

truly delightful (apart from the midges
higher up!).
So much was done I cannot list it all ,
East face of Tryfan, Idwal slabs , A good
lead by Paul of the Suprdirect HVS 5a

a perfect start at Froggatt with D.Gair
and myself.
The beginners meet on the 20th April
went well with 13 members attending.
The ages ranged from 1 to 64 and
climbs ranged from mod to E1
5b.James Alsop and family came
along . Quite a few children came and
enjoyed the day and mostly climbed
better than their parents. Claire , Elvin ,
Steve P, Martin W, Nathan P , John B &
Michelle all helped new members Terry,
Arran , Roland , Stan , Scott get on with
a pleasant day out.
A trip to Pembroke saw myself and
Claire enjoying the delights of Seacliffs
again and you don`t have to be a
superstar to enjoy them.
The club weekend at Pete Marstons hut
say us climbing at Tremadog with Mike
G , and Kates first multipitch climbing
along with Claire and me.
That covers a most of what I can recall, if
I have omitted or forgotten anything I
apologise.

Aaron on Little Tryfan

25th may
A good weekend of climbing in N.Wales .
Martin and Scott climbed Cemetary
Gates in the Pass .Arran, Terry and Scott
all got climbing on multi-pitch climbs. We
also had the company of Gianluca and
Becky and Tim Newton. Claire and me
enjoyed climbing in Wales after spending
the early part of the week in Langdale
where we climbed Middlefell Buttress
and on Raven Crag, Gimmer and
Tilberthwaite quarry in sunshine.

on Milestone Buttress, and much more.
The midges stayed away for sat nights
bbq , and the real ale went down well.
Martin as usual has been leading from
the front with daytrips to N.Wales , which
early on were alternating between
iceclimbing and rockclimbing! Martin
managed to make the best of conditions
with an ascent of Big Air at Stanage
Plantation at a mighty grade of E6 6b.
This year has seen a fair number of new
members arriving to climb and Terry had
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Well Geoff, it popped up OK

The previous week I had a great week in
Cornwall with the BMC International
Climbing Meet at Bosigran.
Martin , Keith, Paul and Steve had a
good few days climbing , with Martin and
Pauls epic ascent of Suicide wall a great
effort.
rich June 2
13 may Bosigran
Doorpost HS 4b Rich/Janis Bruveris
(Lativia)
Ochre Slab route2 S4b Janis/Rich
Valerie's Rib D Rich/Janis
Carn Kendijack
Saxon HVS 4c Janis / Rich
15 May
Trevewas Head
Joy S 4a Janis /Rich
Mascara VS 4c Janis/Rich
Sennen
Demo Route HS4b Janis/Rich
Arête Climb VS 4b Janis/Rich
Double Overhang VS4b

ROCK ON
Rich 11 june

CONT

We climbed
Sabre Cut VS 4c
Pharaohs Wall VS 4c
Noah's Warning HVS 5a
Cemetery Gates E1 5b

Various routes, most on top rope, up to
5a Rich and Claire
Jack's rake (grade 1 scramble) Claire
only
23rd May
Torrential rain, breakfast in Ambleside
followed by full gear traverse of
Ambleside climbing shops.

Claire
May bank holiday
Tremadog

But how to get in popped down!

Late May bank holiday, North Wales
Sat
Hail Bebe VDiff Alt lead Rich/Claire
Booboo Diff Alt lead Rich/claire

Sat
Dinas Cromlech
Flying Buttress V Diff Claire-pitch 1,2 5.
Terry 3 (with detour) 4, 6

Sun
Yogi VS 4b Claire, Rich seconded
Christmas Curry, ordinary finish S Alt
lead Rich/Claire

Carreg Wasted
Crackstone Rib S 4b Alt lead Terry/
Claire

Llanberis Pass
Claire. Pembrokeshire

Another good weekend of rock activity.
Sat saw Martin and Matt W on Cloggy ,
which was by all accounts as busy as
Stanage!
I was at Baslow with Stan and Pandora
and Kate .It was Pandora`s first go at
rock climbing. Great day with some
fantastic weather.
Sun saw me at High Neb(second time in
just over a week) climbing with Roland
and Rachael. Pete B, Stacey D, Brian C
and Sarah . Another fun day and in the
end it was so hot we had to retire to a
beer garden for cold drinks:-).

Martin 21 May

Sun
Phantom Rib VS 4c Alt lead Becky/
Scott, second Claire
Nea VS 4b Alt lead Scott/Becky, second
Claire

Mon
Rib and Slab V Diff Alt lead Rich/Claire
Wrinkle S Alt lead Rich/Claire
20th May
Langdale
Middlefell Buttress (before it fell down
last week) V Diff Alt lead Rich/Claire
Raven Crag -Holly tree traverse V diff Alt
lead Rich/Claire

Sat 1st June
Stanage High Neb
Boyd's Crack V Diff Claire, seconded
Arran, Terry
Tango Crack V Diff Claire, seconded
Arran
Kelly's Variation S 4a Claire, seconded
Arran, Saul
Eric's Eliminate S 4a Claire, seconded
Arran, Astrid
Twisted Crack S 4a Astrid, seconded
Steve S, Claire

21st May
Gimmer
Gimmer Chimney VDiff (allegedly) Rich/
Claire Alt lead
22nd May
Tibberthwaite quarry

Great day in the pass with Scott.
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Martin 2 June
Me and Matt had a great day at Cloggy.
It was so busy there were people
queuing for every line so we didn't get
on the routes we had planned .
We climbed Great Slab/ Bow Slab
Combo HVS 5a. Alt leads.
I lead Left Edge E1 5a. Really bold, but
nice climbing.
Need to get back up there if it stays dry!

Keith P
Saturday 22nd June
Martin and my self got out to stanage
braving wind and rain!
Martin lead Right Unconquerable HVS
5a***
I lead cleft wall route 2 VS 5a*
Interval for rain....
Both aid climbed Embankment 2 at
millstone, good fun and an interesting
experience for our first aid routes!

ROCK ON

CONT

Scott D 21 July

I lead Mississippi buttress direct VS
4c***

Back to Ogwen this Sunday, with Kevin
Turner, John Merrick and Phil! A visit to
Craig Lloer on Pen yr Ole Wen. It's only
a mile and a half walk but it still took an
hour, in glorious sunshine and a nice
cooling breeze!

Wind stopped play! Home in time to tea
and crumpets!

3 routes climbed 500 feet of climbing at
interesting grades!

Catwalk HS 4a* my lead
Sourpuss VS 4c* Paul's lead
Manx VS 4b* my lead
Sphynx VS 5a** alt leads Paul pitch 1
me pitch 2 (crux) very good tough!!
Golden Yardstick VS 5a** alt leads me
pitch 1 Paul pitch 2/3 (crux) excellent
route!

The weather brightened so we went
back to stanage,

Keith P 7 July
Busy weekend in Ogwen.
Friday night blasted up Hope VD*** in
Idwell slab with Stan, a gentle
introduction to mulitpitch climbing!
Big day out with Kevin Turner on
Saturday...
Tennis shoe direct E1 5a** Idwell Slab
Javelin buttress VS 4c* holy tree wall
Grove above S 4b* continuation wall
Grey slab VS 4b the Grey Group
Summit of Glyder Fawr
Awsome day out, very tireing varied mix
of routes! Followed by BBQ Beer and
much laughter!
Sunday...
Pel VS 4c** Gogarth South stach castell
Helen
Alt leads with Martin
Stonking weekend!!!!

What a cracking days climbing with
Paul!
Routes climbed.....

Kirkus's Route VS 5a** excellent
climbing throughout, easy 5a.
Central Ridge HS 4a* if this is 4a then
I'm Bill Clinton I'd say VS 4c
Rib S exposed, enjoyable climbing!

And not much room in here

Me an Scott climbed
Ten craters of wisdom vs 5a
Silicon HS 4a
Manna machine vs 4c
Crypt route s 4a
Anaconda e1 5b
Keith P 28 July

Pub dinner,
and home in
time for bed!!!

Paul M 28 July

Keith P 15
July

27/7/13
Dovedale.

What a
cracking days
climbing with
Paul!

Climbs done;
Manna Machine VS4C* Lead.
Ten Craters of Wisdom VS5A**
Lead first pitch, Steve O lead
second pitch.
Chunky Punky HVS5A Lead.

Routes
climbed.....

Catwalk HS
Steve P on Amphitheater Buttress
4a* my lead
With Martin "Tiger Pants" Wing
Sourpuss VS 4c* Paul's lead
Keith Penney
Manx VS 4b* my lead
Scott D
Sphynx VS 5a** alt leads Paul pitch 1
John M
me pitch 2 (crux) very good tough!!
Steve O
Golden Yardstick VS 5a** alt leads me
pitch 1 Paul pitch 2/3 (crux) excellent
route!
Martin 28 July

15th July
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This looks like a lot of repeats!!!!
Silicon HS 4b** my lead
Ten craters of wisdom VS 5a** John p1
me p2
Snakes Alive VS 4c*** Johns Lead
Crypt route S 4a* my lead and a cracker
of a severe!!
Tracy 29 July
Making the most of the lovely weather
over the last month. Regular climbing on
the Llangollen Escarpment - Twighlight
Area, Trevor Rocks, Dimbren and
Worlds End. Routes include Funeral
Corner HS 4a, Wood Pigeon Crack HS
4a, On Line S4a, Sally in Pink VS4b. An
interesting ascent of Babbling Arete S
4a with an ab off the top in the dark!!!
Climbed at Dinorwic Quarry for the first
time yesterday with SMC - led
Seamstree HVS5a Ken second. Seams

ROCK ON

CONT

Golden Yardstick VS 5a ** BC/SS
Martin 16 August
Another great day at Stanage
Me
Overhanging Wall HVS 5b
Billiard Buttress HVS 5a
Telli E3 6a
The Left Unconquerable E1 5b
the same E2 led by Joe (SMC) me
second. Phew!!!! Bring it on.
Martin 3 August
Great day at Stanage with Scott and
John.
Scott
Right-Hand Trinity S 4b
Amazon Crack S4b
Heaven Crack VD
John
Heather Wall VS 4c
Whilans Pendulum/Black Magic HVS 5b
Another Game of Bowls Sir Walter E1
5b
Me
Manchester United HVS 5b
Central Trinity Direct HVS 5a
Dark Continent E1 5c
The Mersey Variant E2 5c
Brian and Sarah 14 August
Wildcat crags, Derbyshire.
Superb day. We had the crag to
ourselves.
Sourpuss VS4c * BC/SS
Pupilla VS4c * BC/SS

John
Milton's Meander VS 4b
August Arete HVS 5b
Death And Night And Blood E1 5b
Phil
Paradise Arete VS 4c
Namenlos E1 5a
Outlook Slab VS 5a

Scott D 18 August
Great day out at Bamford with Steve O
and Terry

Claire
Late May bank holiday, North Wales
Sat
Dinas Cromlech
Flying Buttress V Diff Claire-pitch 1,2 5.
Terry 3 (with detour) 4, 6
Carreg Wasted
Crackstone Rib S 4b Alt lead Terry/
Claire
Sun
Phantom Rib VS 4c Alt lead Becky/
Scott, second Claire
Nea VS 4b Alt lead Scott/Becky, second
Claire
Paul M 26th Aug
Early morning start for Martin W, Scott
D, John M and myself on Sunday
morning.
Climbs done by Martin "Tiger Pants"
Wing and Myself.

I lead
Bilberry Crack VS 5a**
Quien Sabe? VS 4c***
Solstice Arête VS 4c (quick detour to
find some gear as there was none!)
Possibility S 4a*

More room outside in the rain, Cookie
lends a hand

North West Passage - E1 5B ** Gogarth
South Stack ( Castell Helen )
Imitator - VS 4C* Gogarth North Stack
Bezel - VS 5C* Gogarth North Stack
Oh Yeah and a massive well done to Mr
Wing for setting up the most
complemented abseil stance in Wales
Beautiful day at

Scott D
Gogarth with the boys on Sunday
John and I climbed
Lighthouse arête direct VS 4c**
(accidentally dropped my guide book in
the sea on the first pitch)
Pel VS 4c**
Lighthouse direct/Blanco HVS 5a***

Steve O lead
Bilberry Crack VS 5a**
Astronauts Wall HVS 5a*
Browns Crack HS 4b***

Awesome day!

Terry seconded most the routes and had
a good attempt at leading Quien Sabe?
Before taking a spectacular tumble.
Great effort from Terry though he almost
had it.

BBQ at Helyg
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Winter is coming

My Winter, 2012 to 2013
It feels strange to write about last winterʼs activities so late in the
year, but pleasant memories are always worth recording.

Portland Bill, Dorset.

Winter seemed to come early last year, and coincided with a late
October meeting with colleagues at a hotel in Fort William. A day
of torrential rain soddened Willie and me on a walk from Glen
Nevis on the West Highland Way to Kinlochleven. However, the
forecast was for improvement, so we drove to Loch Quoich for an
ascent of Gairich, 919m. As the books say, the approach is over
boggy ground, but we hardly noticed as our boots were still
saturated. Yesterdayʼs rain had fallen as snow and the clearing
weather brought fluctuating sun and distant views through the
cloud and mist. The snow cover and the return in evening gloom
indicated that winter was upon us. The depth of snow was even
greater the following day, when we ascended Stob aʼChoire
Mheadhoin (1105m) and Stob Coire Easain (1115) from Fersit.

Never seen a car park sign like this before.There is
climbing on both sides of Portland and the South West
Coast Path goes around the peninsula. Access to the west
side is made much easier with this car park only a
hundred yards or so from the sea cliffs...and....its only
50p for the day. In nearby Weymouth, £4 for half a day.
This was found when we walked the railway trail which
starts from the centre of Weymouth, crosses Chesil Beach,
goes through the old naval base and then steeply uphill to
the prisons and forts on the top of Portland. Very
interesting walk. As featured on TV.

The club meet in Rhydd Ddu
(12 January) may have been
written about previously, but,
as a reminder, an eight mile
walk with considerable
buffeting by the wind on
Saturday was followed the
day after by a mass ascent
of the south ridge of Moal
Siabod with a good cover of ice and snow.

Ted

During March, Marie had to visit Dingwall, so I tried an ascent of
Ben Wyvis. This is a good ski-touring mountain, but a high snow
line and summit cloud dictated an ascent on foot. Whiteout
conditions cause a retreat, but Iʼll claim that I reached Tom
aʼChoinnich on the summit ridge. These conditions prevailed on
the hills for a few days, as I found out when I tried a dayʼs skiing
at Glencoe. Whiteout conditions persisted across all top runs
until late afternoon when a brief clearance gave one superb final
descent of Spring Run – my favourite.
Readers will recall the effects of the heavy snow-falls on 24
March: 18 ft deep drifts cut off Aran and Kintyre; dangerous
cornices on the Derbyshire edges; and remnants of drifts in the
Leicestershire hedges were visible a month later. Large patches
of snow were also visible in the Lake District on the HMC meet to
Coniston commencing 12 April. Pete H. and I Swirl How to the
Three Shires Stone and continued to Crinkle Crags and Three
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Tarns (although
none was visible
on this day). A
long descent
down the lonely
Mosedale took
us to Cockley
Beck and the
daunting
prospect of an
Gareth comes to help
ascent to Grey
Friar. I admit that I lost my bearings here in the cloud, but, with
expert local knowledge, Pete found the traverse line to Levers
Hause, finally arriving back at the hut in darkness. We were
thankful to receive welcome gifts of beer and food from other
members!
Since any walk with Pete is guaranteed to be of interest, I
classified it to be the first training session for my third 40 mile
Keswick to Barrow walk on 8th May. I have mentioned this event
in previous issues of Outside Now, so suffice it to say that this
was the wettest I had seen and my best in terms of fitness.
Thank you to all club members who sponsored me.
I still find it difficult to accept that next winter could begin in less
than two monthʼs time!
Elvyn Haigh,

Gareth Jo
We've just had a great few days walking in North Wales in
the sunshine! Camped at Bryn Gloch campsite in Betws
Garmon near to Beddgelert.
Thurs 30th May - Cwm Llafar Horseshoe (14km)- sunny and
cloudy, but 40pmh winds on the peaks! Followed by a BBQ
in the eve in the sunshine.
Friday 31st May - Snowdon via Moel Eilio from Llanberis
(return via Llanberis track)(18km) in the sunshine! And
another BBQ!
Saturday 1st June - Moel Hebog, Moel Ogof, Moel Lefn
(12km)- sunny and cloudy, with 25mph winds on the peaks.
Heading for North Wales again in a couple of weeks time!

MIDSUMMER MADNESS
HMC Meet Nant Gwynant,
June 21 (Midsummers Day)
Midsummer, long days of
bright sunshine, clear blue
skies, shorts and T shirts it
wasn't.

Geoff with llyn Llydaw. in the
murky background.

The clag was down over Pete's
hut as we arrived on Friday
night, whilst not raining it was
damp and the wind blew a
westerly gale, rocking the
camper vans and tents for those
braving the elements outside.
None the less a few bevies of
grape juice and malt and barley
water cheered up everyone
inside for the evening. And don't
pass this on, but due to the numbers camping
outside, Gareth and Jo had the Penthouse Suite
all to themselves for the weekend.
After a very blustery night, morning dawned, not
raining but very claggy, the climbers went off to
find sunshine at Tremadoc , many took the
difficult trek to the cafe in the chapel, leaving
Geoff, Gareth, Jo
and me to brave
the weather on
the hill.
I led the walk
which I had done
30 years ago with
Peter Marston and
a DOE group.
Helping hand for Jo by Gareth,
Geoff follows on.

From the hut we climbed through the wet
bracken into the woods until reaching Cwm
Merch on the south side of Y Llwedd. The stream

here has a spectacular set of waterfalls
and cascades almost up to Gallt y
Wenalt. Leaving the stream behind we
met and took the old miners’ track to
the old mine and then to the ridge where
we stopped for lunch overlooking Llyn
Llydaw.

This was to be the last view for a while
as we entered the mists over the twin
peaks of Y Lliwedd with just the
occasional tantalising sight of the
immense cliffs to our right. We
descended to the Watkin Path for the
return
passing
the
National
Trust
building work for
the new hydro
electricity intake
from the Afon
Cwm llan and its
soon to be
buried pipeline.
According to the
Indoor BBQ
notice, this will
provide all the
electricity needed for all the NT Properties in
Wales. Here Gareth and Jo set off for their
Penthouse suite at the hut leaving Geoff and me
to amble down at our own pace. (Slowly). A
splendid day in the hills..apart form the mist, the
wind and general dampness.
That night to celebrate the longest day, a BBQ
was held, but with most of the cooking and
eating done inside, however a few souls (Mainly
Gareth) braved the midges, the drizzle and wind
to cook the traditional way over Ray's disposable
BBQ and eventually Rich got a real fire going in
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the wheel
barrow for
toasted
marshmallows.
Sunday dawned
with a stiff
breeze, driving
This way up?
rain and Ray having trouble with his pop up…not
so much a problem with the popping up but the
popping down.
Most headed for home but Gareth, Jo and
myself headed in to the rain back up to the
Watkin Path where we took a path to the left
at the bottom of the inclined plane which
was signposted Craflwyn. Although the
rain was incessant this was a pleasant and
interesting route passing mines at a low
level. Time was pressing so we took the
farm track at Hafod y Porth down to the
road and slogged it along to the cafe in the
chapel for welcome hot drink. Then back
along the river to the hut and cars.
Ted

Somewhere on Y Llwedd.

Stair
August
Saturday
We should have taken notice of the weather forecast..it was only
too right, rain and 50mph winds on the tops.
But of course we didn’t, so leaving Trowie to man the hut, Rich
and Claire to make a gear traverse of Keswick High Street and
Tim G to to take a look at Cat Bells, the rest of us took to Causey
Pike. The start of both Cat Bells and Causey Pike being a five
minute walk from the
hut.

Geoff returns with instructions

Wet and Windy on Causey Pike before retreating back to the hut.

A new man at the BMC, Rob Greenwood gave a rundown of his role at a
Thursday night meeting at the Plough. One of his main jobs is aiding the
transfer of climbers from wall to crag. There is, apparently, a plethora of
massively muscled youth with little crag sense. Dave.

Ed 2/june
Stunning walk from
Llangollen, and as
promised - the weather
and pubs were excellent.
Well done to Captain Trow
who got round easily, but
had no chance of keeping
up with Tracy... the Whytes
have been biking too
much - see you in Nant
Gwynant! Trowie says he
wants to do Crib Goch,
but that was after several
sherberts. I'm a bit worried
about him after his latest
blood test proved positive
for adrenaline!

Sheltered from the wind and rain in the lee of the
Pike all was well until we reached the ridge. We
pressed on and got to with in a hundred feet or
so of the summit, by now
very wet and with the wind
blowing us off the hill,
common sense prevailed
and we beat a hasty return
to the hut. The excellent drying room was soon full, sandwiches were pulled out of
soggy rucsacs, hot drinks taken and we were ready to join Claire and Rich on a trip to
Keswick. It was packed with very damp visitors and walkers and amongst them we
came across Tim who had got to Dale Head Tarn and walked back to Keswick along
Derwent Water. We offered him a lift back but he declined. Hard man..but very wet.
He arrived back at the hut in plenty of time for an excellent meal of Shepherds Pie
cooked by HMC’s Catering Corps. Light refreshments were also taken.
Sunday. A much better day.
Today Sue stayed at the hut, Tim went off to Skiddaw..he hasn’t been seen since, Rich
and Claire went looking for rock and the rest of us, now with Trowie took on Cat Bells.
A far more pleasant day, the world and his wife and indeed his kids were also out on
the hill. This day we had out lunch on the hill before returning for the drive home.
Drier and less blowy on Cat Bells, Trowie 84, poses with his
support party Pic by Ian
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The Pyrenees, July-August
Left, the village of Barages, roads and buildings destroyed
by floods only a couple of weeks before we were due.
Thanks to the stirling efforts of President Ed a new
apartment (right) at St Lary Soulan was found and it proved
to be an excellent base. Fantastic weather, cooler than
most of France's heatwave problems. Beer and food Ok.
Swimming pool, jacussi, sauna, steam room, gym all help to
keep us occupied. Views fantastic from apartment.
Celebrated the birth of George our future King with the
blanket coverage on French TV. Thinking of sending
congratulations to the royal family from us out here. Always
looking for new members, especially young ones with
money and influence. More importantly we have no
members called George in the Club

Let’s squash it into the bag

Just a few of the routes made over the 14 days
Mon 22, The first Day
All the party so far took the telepherique to Le Plan d'Arte above the village. While most of the group took a low level walk , Elvyn, Pete, Ted and Carol took to the ridge leading to the
ridge of the Montagne de Auria. While Elvyn and Pete attempted the far peak of Pic d' Arrouye, Ted and Carol summited Soum de Matt at 2377m. Due to the late start Pete and Elvyn
tuned back also returning via the Soum de Matte.
Tues 23.
Started fine again, brilliant sunshine and warm weather as all the party drove up the Reserve Naturalle de
Neouvielle at 6000ft. Here the party split with some doing a lakes walk whilst Pete, Elyvn, Ted and Carol set off in
the sunshine to the Col de Madamette. As we reached the upper lake and the snow fields before the col, the weather
changed…dramatically within minutes a thunderstorm enveloped us with icy rain and hail. Ted and Carol decided to
turn back realizing that the barmy! weather and heat waves had left us ill equipped to continue. Soaking and cold
we returned to the car and awaited the others. Four hours they turned up having knocked off the peaks of Pic de
Madamette (2657m) and Pic dets Coubous (2647m). Pete commented that onward progress was thwarted by many
gendarmes on the arete. Escape was made by climbing down 45 degree shale to the snowslopes below, thus
enabling them to complete the ascents.
Meanwhile back at the car the sun came out and dried up the soggy Ted and Carol.
All of us, apart from Pete and Elvyn returned a few days later to make the ascent to the 8700ft pic de Madamete.
Thurs 1st Aug
Ted Gareth Carol Jo
Drove to Col de Porter 2215m Pic de Montarrouyes 2462 on to Picaley 2626m with a steep screes descent to col de
Abstain down to lakes near the refuge and followed GR 10 C back to car park, very warm, cool breeze on top, blue
skies 6½ hours
Pete demonstrates the Pyrenean technique of eating ice cream.
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Pic de Posets, 11,060ft, Pyrenees, Spain
Second Best!

the top.
Except when
we reached
it, it wasn’t
rocky, but
2000ft of
steep, soft,
slushy snow.

Ted
It seemed so simple, Pete and Elvyn
spent hours pouring over maps of
Pico d'Aneto the highest mountain in
the Pyrenees only for their ambitions
to come to nought when after phone
calls to the Refuge they found there
was no room in the inn.
Plan B was then hatched: they would
attempt Pic de Posets,3,371 m
(11,060 ft) the second highest
mountain and likewise in Spain, but
it would be possible without using a
Refuge although it would mean an
early start and late finish. Also,
according to the guide book this was
a rock route, needing a possible rope and not a
snow and ice route needing ice axe and
crampons.
They invited me to join them.
It was still dark as we left St Lary Soulan for the
Spanish border a few miles away. Two hours later
having travelled south, then east, we found the
road north to take us back into the hills. Road!
more like a test track at MIRA , narrow,
unsurfaced, with the addition of steep gradients,
hairpin bends and potholes the size of Burbage.
Elvyn took this in his stride and eventually we
came to the end of the road...to find a car park
with marked bays and nearly full.
The guide post gave one and a half hours for the
ascent through the woods to the Angel Orús
refuge, and it took one and a half hours. Sadly
the expected cup of coffee at the refuge didn’t
happen as it was closed for cleaning. But it was
to play a part in the trip later that day.

At this point we were to find out why everyone else were
wearing crampons, Elvyn (left) traverses to the bottom of the
gully to meet descending climbers wearing crampons.

Leaving a stash under a rock, we continued, now
out of the tree line onto the open hillside. Other
parties were leaving the Refuge, it being the start
for many routes, some, with children, ambling
along, others with ropes and rock gear and more
interestingly, some with ice axes!
Blue skies and warm sunshine accompanied us,
the altitude reducing the searing heat of the
valleys. Crossing a few streams the path was, in
general well marked with occasional finger posts
and not really steep. A few hours later things
were to change dramatically.
At no point during the first part of the ascent
could we see the summit, it was always going to
be out of view until final few hundred feet but we
knew from the guidebook that there was a rocky
couloir which would take us to the col and on to
10

Nearly there

We all were shod with bendy boots, not at all
ideal for kicking steps and we were still on a
traverse to get into the gully proper. We pressed
on with difficulty when we were hailed by some
descending Spanish climbers who queried our
lack of crampons and they pointed out that the
top 1000ft of the gully out of sight, was far
steeper with even more snow. Asking us if we
were returning to the Refuge, We were. They
offered us their crampons and we could return
them later. Wonderful. The spirit of
mountaineering.
Now there is a reason why boots are graded C1,
C2 etc, crampons on bendy boots are no fun. But
better than nothing, it was serious hard work
getting to the col, with crampons sometimes
deciding to twist at right angles to the boot. At
the col, it was relief to take them off and continue
on the final rock ridge to the top. This was the
first proper and only bit of rock of the whole day,
occasionally being steep needing hands but
nowhere needing a rope.
At last the summit came into view and soon we
were at the top for a few minutes rest. I must
admit, I was feeling a bit light headed, probably a
touch of altitude, it was after all over 11000ft.
Brilliant views all round, no one else around,
everyone was descending as we were coming up.
We had the summit to ourselves, until we
were”buzzed” by a glider circling the tops. Close
enough to wave to each other.

said. But we got back to the car without using
them, relying on night vision. Finally using
torches to get changed have food and a hot
drink (flask of hot water and instant drinks
left in car, always a good idea).
It was now 10.00pm and Elvyn drove down
the manic road only to meet an oncoming
car, as Elvyn maneuvered our car on the
narrow track, I could see it was a lady and
gentleman in the other car. Now I wonder
what they were doing looking for a car park
in a remote spot at that time of night. The
mind boggles.

Pete and Elvyn an the summit.

Time to descend, just as hard as coming up and
we all lost crampons at one stage or another.
Reaching terra firma, at the end of the snow we
strode off, working out whether we would get back
to the car before dark, the days being shorter
being further south. We made good time however
arriving at the Refuge just as they were ready for
their evening meal. We found the good Samaritans
and returned the crampons along with a bottle of
red wine. They all spoke good English and apart
from a difference of opinion as too the relative
merits of the Spanish and English football teams
we had an nice chat.
It was getting late, so time to leave the hut, not
before, in the somewhat hippy atmosphere taking
some coke (the drink, officer, the drink) to give us
some much needed energy.
Having spent the day in sunshine, it had to
happen, yes it started to rain as we left the refuge,
wet enough for full waterproofs as we descended
through the woods. It got darker, not only because
of the dense tree cover but night was
approaching..quickly. Elvyn asked “Have you two
got head-torches” “Yes” we replied “I haven’t” he

But not
quite! the
tent
expands
again

We arrived back at the apartment just after
midnight. a cup of tea Elvyn, a beer for Pete
and me. No sign of Jo and Gareth who were
due to arrive earlier.
I crept into bed at about one o’clock, 21 hours
after I had left to be greeted by Carol “What the
bloody time of night do you call this”.
Married life Eh!

PS Jo and Gareth had arrived...but they are so tidy
we didn’t know they were there.
PS 2. After a bit of a lie in and a late breakfast we
Bongo’d up to the Col de Portets 2215m,
interesting road with a tunnel under a piste, filled
with cows, but with a packed car park on top,
and then wandered over to Montarrouyet.
2473m.
The rest of the gang had an early start with an Ed
led walk on a section of the GR10.

Nearing the top of 2000ft snow gully.
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of the hut. Our ascent took five and a
half hours and we arrived in time for the
evening meal - a Hobsons choice, best
forgotten - in Elvyn's opinion the worst
hut meal ever.
Having consulted the warden about
routes and conditions, we decided to
stash all the climbing gear at the hut
apart from ice axe and crampons. We
left the hut just after seven thirty the
next morning. Although blue skys still
prevailed, it was cool with a strong
breeze pushing the ice flows to one end
of the Lac du Portillon above which the
hut is perched. Our route contoured to
Elvyn tests his new, very expensive boots after the boots he took fell apart.
the back of the lake then crossed
snowfields and boulders to gain the lateral
moraine of the Glacier du Portillon. The
moraine was a mass of loose rocks, after
awhile I found this tiresome and ascended the
adjoining snowslope which allowed a bit of
by Pete H
rhythm. This brought us up to the Col Superior
de Literole on the Spanish border at 3049
As a finale to the Pyrenees trip, Elvyn and I
metres. From here the summit was in view
made a two day ascent of 'Pic de
and gained by a narrow ridge of shattered
Perdiguere'(3222m), or 'Perdiguero' in Spanish.
rock. The summit shelter was occupied by a
Our objective on the first day was a French
couple from the hut and we were joined
hut, 'Refuge du Portillon', which at 2570
shortly by a group of three climbing a ridge on
metres is 1430 metres above the nearest
the Spanish side. They spoke a little English
roadhead in the Val d'Astau. We left the car
and we exchanged cameras for group photos.
around midday on yet another very hot day
Our return route was back to the col and up
with heavy sacs, as we carried rope & gear in
the other side to Pic Royo and Pointe de
expectation of glacier crossings. The approach
Literole Our descent from the latter top was
trail is very scenic with a string of lakes
along the crest of an arete with time
connected by falls and cascades, with zig zags
consuming undulations. Eventually we
to iron out the steeper sections. The lower half
descended a short gully on the Spanish side
of the trail is shared with the GR10 and you
and within a few minutes could see the next
pass two other huts convenient for coast to
col 100 metres away. The only way to get
coast walkers. The trail eventually disappeared
there was cross the top edge of a steep
under the snowfields a quarter of a mile short
snowslope separated from the crag above by a

Pic de Perdiguere
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12 foot deep
gap caused by
snow melt.
Fortunately
there was a
place narrow
enough to step
precariously
Lets try this way
across the gap
onto the undercut snow, so we donned
crampons to side step across the slope to the
col (Col Inferior de Literole). An hour later saw
us back in the hut four hundred metres below.
After getting water, changing into shorts and
reloading the sacs, we began the long descent
to the valley. Our descent was slowed by my
sore feet and we got down just after seven in
the evening. Back in Saint Lary, we found the
rest of the party on the town and headed for
our favorite pub for Alsace beer.
Many thanks to all of you who attended this years
beerfest, and my 60th. It was one of the best, and I am
humbled by your generous collection. I’ve bought a
Canon, together with case, and some other bits n pieces.
I’ll be taking plenty of photos for uploading onto the
reformatted website! Ed

Munro Roaming
by Pete H
Although the May meet in the Highlands was
“Scotched”, Brian K and myself decided to go
anyway, staying in hostels overnight.
We started with Ben Lomond (3192') for no
better reason than it is the first 'Munro' you
encounter north of the Clyde (& it's easy). In
conformity with the cold Spring that had
proceeded, the weather on the ascent turned
from rain, to hail, to sleet, to snow as we
gained height with mist down to 2000'. After a
brief stop on the summit to don dry gloves, we
continued nor-west down the ridge towards

Brian on Ben Cruachan

.

Ptarmigan and emerged from the gloom
overlooking Loch Lomond. The sun made a
belated appearance to reveal the 'Arrochar
Alps' across the loch which we planned to
ascend on the following day. The Ptarmigan
ridge was a pleasant descent in the sunshine
and we could envy the late starters now
appearing on the cloud free summit.
The next day was the antithesis of the
previous, sunny, hot, big summit views (&
bloody hard). We parked up in Glen Croe by a
bridge giving access to the south ridge of the

'Corbett' Beinn Luibhean (2811'). This was
pathless and unremittingly steep, all in all a bit
of a b.....d!. The following 'Munros' of Beinn
Ime (3318') & Ben Narnain (3038') were
straight forward and had big vistas of the sea
lochs trailing down to the Clyde estuary. To
round off the circuit was The Cobbler (2900')
with its distinctive outline of three craggy
summits. The middle one (& highest) is a rock
pinnacle attained by an exposed scramble, the
key to which is to first crawl through a hole
from one side to the other.
We stayed the night in Inveraray with the
intention of tackling Ben Cruachan the
following day. However, the weather changed
again with strong winds and low cloud as we
drove up to Loch Awe. So we opted for plan B,
the neighbouring lower 'Munros' - Beinn
a'Chochuill (3215') and Beinn Eunaich (3244').
It was one of those days when the wind
constantly veered and no lee slope was
sanctuary for long. The hardest part of the day
was on the ridge connecting the two. Firstly,
on the descent, when despite leaning forward
as far as possible facing downhill, we still only
made short abrupt steps forward, interspersed
with no progress at all, as we went head on
into the wind. Then, a little later, when
savouring the prospect of slumping behind the
summit cairn, being knocked flat by a
sideways blast. These reputedly 'easy' tops
had taken us six hours to negotiate.
We went west to the coast at Oban for two
nights. The hostel there is on the sea front and
does the best evening meals you are likely to
find in any hostel.
The next morning the low cloud had got lower
and the horizon on the loch disappeared in the
mist. So a rest day was called for and we found
a foot ferry across to island of Kerrera, where
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we had a walk
around the
coast and
over the hills
of about
twelve miles.
The bad
weather now
moved away
No, thats not right
and we could
attempt what was to be the highlight of the
trip - the 'Cruachan Horseshoe'. A cluster of
tops encircle a combe containing a reservoir
created for a hydro-electric scheme. We went
anticlockwise, walking towards the best views,
incorporating six tops - a 'Corbett', two
'Munros' & three 'Munro' tops.
Ben Cruachan (3695') is aloof from its
neighbours and as such has extensive views,
in particular up the length of Loch Etive to the
Bidean nam Bian group as well as to the Isles
of the Inner Hebrides. The ridges linking the
tops are a delight and the scrambly bits can be
avoided or included as the mood takes you.
Recommended, although a full day - our
longest at 9½ hrs.
We ended up in Crianlarich and completed a
further horseshoe circuit above Coire
Chaorach which drains into Glen Dochart.
Having navigated through a Forestry
Commission plantation and found a gate in
the deer fence, you gain the north-east ridge
of Ben More (3843') and follow the watershed
over the top to Stob Binnein (3822'), Stob
Coire an Lochain (3503'), Meall Na Dige (3169')
& Stob Creagach (2972'). Another fine day with
a cold northerly wind. We sat in the 'Rod &
Reel' Bar that evening, contented and kn......d!

Camping it up in France
Or in my case …Bongoing it down to the Pyrenees.
Carol and I took the Bongo on a leisurely three days
there and back to St Lary Soulan, seeing much of rural
France and there is a lot of it.
For the first time we took the NewhavenDieppe ferry. Don’t know where Newhaven
is, I didn’t, it’s a few miles east of Brighton.
And the Newhaven-Dieppe ferry has been
going for a thousand years, since William the
Conquerer’s time. Not the same ferry you understand,
but even so the regular service has been going for two
hundred years. Only slightly more expensive than the
usual Calais route, the four hour trip knocks about a
hundred miles of the trip going south.
Taking the night ferry also gives three to four hours of
kipping time before arriving in France at 4.00am.
Taking the D roads we arrived early afternoon in the
Loire valley and soon found a Municipal Camp Site right
by the Loire river.
From there, meandered down to the Dordogne and
another Municipal camp site by the Dordogne river in
Bergerac, which is not only a detective but a very pretty
town, worth another visit.
Next stop was St Lary Soulan, but as we were a day
early, for the apartment it was the Municipal camp site
again. No river this time but like all the other we had
been too, it was in the town a hundred yards away from
the town centre. The apartment was a hundred yards
away on the other side.
Two weeks later after a splendid stay, we waved
goodbye to the Toulouse-Gatwick airborne travelers and
set off for the three day trip back.
And now the camping went wrong! A late start as we
had visited the Col du Tourmalet to look down on the
what had been the flooded valley leading to Bareges a
splendid Bongo drive up to nearly 7000ft. The road is
now open to Bareges is now open but with restrictions ,
through binoculars we could see diggers working on the
damaged roads far down below.

Late afternoon a couple of hundred miles north we
spotted a campsite, it was called Camping Le Lac des 3
Vallées. Sounded nice, three lakes, one for bathing and
boating, one for fishing and one for les chiens, I kid you
not. And the cost..46 Euros. I repeat 46 Euros for one
night, the average for all the others was about 15 Euros.
46 Euros for three lakes, a noisy disco, a playground,
mini beach, pub and it was packed, mainly by Brits and
Dutch and lots of kids. And miles from human
inhabitation. Camping Le Lac des 3 Vallées..AVOID.
After that unpleasant shock next day we found a nice
site but odd site in a village by the Dordogne river and
the following day potted around this region, another
place to return to. Odd! the toilets were locked at
9.00pm, although we did have a key, have you tried
finding the key at 1.00am when half asleep you need to
recycle beer. I noticed that the ladies loo was unlocked.
The other odd thing was that the electric points instead
of using the standard blue three pin
camping sockets used all over UK and the
most of the continent this site used
standard French sockets rendering 20 yards
of cable useless. Moral;
take an adaptor.
One final stop at Sologne
again with the camp site close to the
village before returning to Dieppe.
A few words about Newhaven and Dieppe. Newhaven is
a small port with the village centre ten minutes away.
Dieppe, a larger town, is similar. Arriving mid afternoon
and with a 5.00AM ferry the next morning we checked
at the ferry office and were told that after the evening
ferry had left at 6.00pm we could park on the ferry car
park, leave the vehicle walk into town ten minutes away,
get a meal, look around the town and return much
later. The toilets were kept open all night as was a
drinks machine. As night fell camper vans put their lids
up, others slept in their cars until we were woken at
3.00am to prepare for boarding. Will use this route
again, there is plenty of free parking around including
side road parking next to the ferry port.
Ted
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Lets look at the instructions
On yer bike
Harry has just completed his charity bike ride from
John O Groats to Lands End. 930 miles in 10½ days.
Nine riders from north Leicestershire were raising
funds for Cancer Research, Great Ormond St Hospital
and CRY, Cardiac Risk in the Young.
The group enjoyed excellent
weather for the most part with the
start at the top of Scotland in
31degrees and with a tailwind.
Oddly despite the northern start Harry says that the
hilliest part of the trip was when they reached
Cornwall.
So far they have raised over £11000 and Harry thanks
all those members of HMC who sponsored him. Also
grateful thanks to our very own candy man for
supplying boxes of Twixes and Snickers to the group.

Wednesday Wombling
Commodore Kelham

During the sunny summer, a small group
of us went on a Wednesday evening
stroll for a couple of hours over 4 or 5
consecutive weeks. We seem to have
covered most of the Ashby canal,
Hartshill Country Park, Fosse Meadows
and Bosworth Battlefield, and visited
some interesting pubs afterwards too.
One of the strolls took us out towards
stoke Golding and it was here that I
discovered, for the first time, the John
Bright memorial stile. John was HMC
Treasurer before my time and the club
had erected the stile in his memory in
the early eighties. The stile is overgrown
and dilapidated, but the plaque says it
all “In Memory of John Bright Who Loved
Walking”. It was a sunny evening, we too
love walking, and it was nice to have
Trowie along to tell us all about one of
the founder members of the club. We
had a slurp for him later in the pub.

Back in June, Commodore Kelham took to the
water with a substitute Crew: Kate I & Kate II
aka Cookie & Jane.
Commodore Kelham
cruised around the course on Staunton Harold
reservoir with few hiccups despite the
inaptitude of his substitute crew. Kate II had
visions of a gentle cruise with drinks on board &
I couldnʼt throw out the spinnaker properly, so
no chance of winning the race. Thanks to Kate
for the loan of the commodore and boat.
!

!

Cookie

“Paddle Netti, paddle. I can
hear banjos!”……Ian

Another try

Nettie and co went Canyoning
in St Lary

Cookie takes to the sky
During the Pyrenees adventure I took a flight on a Parapente (paragliding).
Having watched the paragliders from the balcony window of the apartment for a week I decided to actually go and have ago myself. The
tandem parapente jump itself departed from Saint-Lary Pla d’adet (1700m), which was easily accessed from the telepherique (cable car)
in Saint-Lary. Unable to convince anyone else to join me in this experience, Ed escorted me to the cable car, to find out what colour the
parasail was from my French pilot (& to make sure I didn’t change my mind), so the rest of the group could identify me from terra ferma
at the landing site. There were about five parapentes taking off on the hill side
overlooking the valley/town of Saint Lary, all squashed into the cable car with
shoots and nervous looking passengers. On top of the hill, my pilot rigged up my
harness, which included a padded seat (plush!) then proceeded to clip all his
baggage to my harness like a mobile storage unit! Having sorted out the luggage
and making me wear a red spotted hat (surely to embarrass the English girl!). I
received my instructions in how to run off the hill and assisted in unravelling the
parasail. Within a couple of minutes of my pilot clipping in (to me & the rest of
the baggage) it was a very quick run down a steep grassy slope, followed by a bit
of silly looking running steps in the air (he did say to keep running!)…and I was
airborne!

Ed

The flight across the valley was surprisingly relaxing, incredibly calm and very
quiet, (apart from the poor Anglo/French conversational skills between me & the
pilot). Initially I was anticipating a more exhilarating ride, but the clear skies &
gentle air currents resulted in a very gentle flight. The aerial views of the hills and pasture land were great (plus a birds eye view of the
bouncy castle park as we flew across the town!). As we turned and glided over towards the landing field I could see the rest of the group

Happy Wednesday Wombling Wanderers in the
Royal Arms!

trying to identify which shoot might be the flying cookie, unfortunately I wasn’t allowed to wave, may have been too animated an action
for the pilot to compensate for! Landed safely without a trip or a stumble, so thanks to the pilot! [N.B. Landed in target area & not in
Toulouse as stated in spoof forum message, posted by Ed!]
Definitely a more pleasant way to descend from a big hill (better for the knees) or a great alternative to abseiling! Highly recommended
! Cookie
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Over the Garden Wall
from the Gutter Picture Press

An
anonymous
contributor
sent in these
two pictures

Olè, Ed has made an ‘ole

Jo lends a hand
Brian gives this months map
reading tips to Sophie. age 17

A note from Cookies book corner
In the back room of the Plough one Thursday, a lady member of the
club was approached by this foreign chap asking in his own language
if there was a free chair, she looked at him nonplussed and when he
repeated his request, this time more slowly she still couldn't
understand what he wanted. Other members came to her aid and
translated the request and he went away happily with a chair to join
his fellow Scotsmen at another table. No names or pack drill, might
be Sued.

Whilst Trowie
is looking
for a
computer to
replace his
darkroom,
someone on
the UK
Climbing
Geoff passes the inlet, most of the pipeline has already been buried
website was
complaining about despoiling the Watkin Path area with the new NT
Hydro Electric scheme, you know that area littered with abandoned
mines, buildings, quarries etc. I expect that to access the internet
they were using a clockwork computer and smoke signals.
The scheme according to the NT will power all NT properties in Wales.
The turbine itself is housed in a traditional farm building.

French (2nd Edition). Phrasebook from Lonely Planet.
If you ever need to swat up on your conversational French,
then this is a recommended
read following its review
by the junior members of
the Pyrenean contingent.
With helpful chapters for
menu reading, hiking,
weather and an intriguing
section on social
interaction which would
make Pepe le pew blush!
Quote of the month: “Vasy mollo!” (Eng. easy
tiger!).
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Sophie finds words and
expressions in Cookie’s
Phrase book that she
was never taught at
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has it that someone forgot to
the chocolate and sweets
putting their sodden rucsac
very hot drying room at Stair.

Pedants Corner..
no ifs or buts

Q. Can I stay up late at night, drink copious
amounts, and make lots of noise?

A Jolly Good Weekend
Hut Etiquette, Tolerance & Diversity!
Please note that most of the properties are
mountaineering club huts and not Holiday
Cottages. Some are suitable for family groups,
some are not. Check with Ed on this one. Be
Green - try and share cars, (again check with Ed
to see who is going), and recycle your stuff.
Don’t forget your food, sleeping bag and a
pillow case could be handy.
Part of the success of the club is having very few,
if any, rules although occasionally we have to
remind members of a few things about huts, like
cough up Sunday morning, before you leave.
All huts have kitchen facilities, showers (except
Pete’s), heating and where possible the ladies
have a room all to themselves where a Tea Fairy
will appear by magic in the morning.

A. Yes. But. If you make too much noise, you will
be transferred to another club.
Q. Can I get up at 6am, be very quiet, and wash
all the glasses from the night before?
A. Yes. And put the kettle on too.
Q. Can I get up at 7am, be very noisy and wake
everyone else up?
A. Sod off
Q. Will anyone organise a selection of routes for
the weekend?
A. No, join the ramblers or climbers club
Q. Does anyone snore?
A. No.

In addition to the monthly meets,
There are a range of activities
including climbing, walking and
mountain biking, all arranged on an
ad-hoc basic at the The New Plough
Pub on Thursday evenings or on the
club Forum. ATo book a hut, contact
Ed on 01455 274174 or email
inedwards@hotmail.com and pay a
deposit of £5.
Hut Meets to come
Sept 6th
Oct 18th
Edale

Seathwaite
Presidents Meet

Nov 15th

Capel Curig

Dec 28th
Lakes

New year in the

Dec 6th
Colin

Malham..see

A. Yes and No

Some Questions & Answers:
Q. Do all huts accept children, dogs, Aussies and
women?

Feb 15-22
Roy Bridge
(Nevis range, Ft William);

A. No. Some huts do not allow children under 16,
all do not allow dogs, and one club is male only,
so we probably won’t be going there again! No
Aussies allowed on any hut meet.

May 10

Tremadoc;

May 25

Torridon;

June 21

Q. Do I have to peel spuds, chop wood, make
beds or do any other chores?

Aug 15

Patterdale;
Roaches.

Any suggestions for others?

A. No. You’re free to come and go as you please.
But. Many thanks to all those that muck in
especially Sunday mornings. HMC have a
reputation of leaving a hut better than we found
it.
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

I’ve started booking next year
meets and should have 2014
completed them by the AGM in
November and some dates for
your diary so far are:

Q. Are all the above correct ?

30 minutes later...Success

The New Plough
Leicester Road
Hinckley
Every Thursday 9.00pm
hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org
Go to the web site to check the Forum
Our landlady at the
New Plough, the
lovely Louise took
part in the Hinckley
Fun run through the
town centre. Well
done.
Now how about
trying a bit of
dangling with the
clubʼs climbers?

Please Print this out if you can, fill in and send to Dave
<davidgair@btinternet.com>
Don’t forget £38.
PRESIDENTS MEET 18/19 October 2013
THE PEAK CENTRE, EDALE
Cost will be £38 for the weekend payable in advance (cheques made payable to D GAIR) – and this includes
two nights accommodation, snacks etc Fri night
and the 3-course dinner on Saturday evening. No sleeping bags needed, plenty of small dorms.
(Note: Some barrels of Real Ale will be on tap both Fri night & Sat night)
MENU
Please tick your choices and pass to Dave Gair
Homemade Vegetable Soup !
Melon !
Mozzarella & Avocado topped with Garlic Mushrooms
topped with a Rocket Salad !
Homemade Steak & Ale Pie !
Turkey with Sherry & Lemon Sauce !
Leek Tart & Roasted Red Pepper Sauce ! (v)
All served with new potatoes & vegetables etc
Fendells Fruit Crumble !
Netties Ginger Surprise !
with either Ice Cream ! and/or Custard !
Cheese Board
Wine:
Red
White

NAME(S) ……………………………………
……………………………………
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